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INSTRUCTIONS: Answer question one and any other two questions  
      
   
QUESTION ONE (30MARKS) 

CASE STUDY 

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS 

BP, ‘BEYOND PETROLEUM’ AND THE TEXAS CITY DISASTER 

Companies have increasingly been explicit about their stance on social responsibility. But is 
so doing they can increase their vulnerability when things go wrong. The global energy 
company BP under the leadership of John Browne has been applauded for developing an 
explicit code of social responsibility emphasizing efficient and sustainable energy, diversity, 
concern for climate change, local development where it operates and high levels of safety. 
This stance was publicized in an advertising campaign promoting the slogan ‘Beyond 
Petroleum;. Further, as John Browne stated (Business Strategy Review, vol.17, no.3 (2006), 
pp. 53-56), ‘Our commitment to responsibility has to be expressed not in words, but in the 
actions of the business, day in and day out, in every piece of activity and every aspect of 
behaviour’. 
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It was, therefore, a major disaster, not only to the local community and its families, but also to 
BP when, in 2005, an explosion at BP’s Texas City oil refinery killed 15 Workers. In 
September 2005, BP was given a ₤12m (€17m) fine by the US department of labour for 300 
safety violations at the Taxes City Plant.  

The press was unremitting in their criticism. The disaster had happened in the same year as 
BP profits soared and Browne, himself, was given pay and share remuneration in 2005 
estimated at £6.5m. BPs top management was aware of ‘significant safety problems’ not only 
at the Taxes City refinery but at 34 other locations around the world. They emphasized cost 
cutting over safety. They didn’t listen to people lower down in the organization; they reported 
a staff survey that rated ‘making money’ as the top priority and ‘people’ as the lowest. Too 
many jobs have been outsourced to cheaper contractors, and so it went on. 

In January 2007 John Browne announced that he would be quitting BP 18 months early to be 
succeeded by Tony Haywood who had been in charge of BP’s exploration and production 
division. Passed over was John Manzoni, the board director in charge of refining, with the 
responsibility of refineries.  

In 2005 BP had asked James Baker, former US Secretary of State, to undertake an 
independent investigation. In January 2007, Baker reported: 

BP has not provided effective process safety leadership and has not adequately established 
process safety as a core value across all its five U.S refineries… BP tended to have a short-
term focus and its decentralized management system and entrepreneurial culture have 
delegated substantial discretion to U.S refinery plant managers without clearly defining 
process safety expectations, responsibilities or accountabilities…. The company did not 
always insure that adequate resources were effectively allocated to support or sustain a high 
level of process safety performance. 

The company relied excessively on monitoring injury rates which ‘significantly hindered its 
perception of process risk’. Incidents and near misses were probably under-reported and, 
when spotted, root causes often not indentified correctly. 

BP responded that it planned ‘significant external recruitment… to increase underlying 
capability in operations and engineering’ and that modern process control system would be 
installed at its refineries. But the company’s social responsibility stance had taken a battering.  

(a) In relation to BP explain the main rights of shareholders.    (10 Marks) 
(b) Explain the ethical stance exhibited by CEO John Browne. How different is it from that 

of his successor Tony Haywood?       (10 Marks) 
(c) Generally explain the main relationship between a firm and its stakeholders. (10 Marks) 
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QUESTION TWO (20MARKS)  
Explain internal and external corporate social responsibility drivers in developing countries.  

QUESTION THREE (20 MARKS) 
(a) Many organizations have diverse views on corporate social responsibility with some 

supporting the process while others are opposed to it. As a manager advice those against it 
based on four key reasons why they should participate.     (10 Marks) 

(b) Explain four types of corporate social responsibility.     (10 Marks) 

QUESTION FOUR (20 MARKS) 

(a) Explain the principals of successful collaborative social initiatives.   (10 Marks) 
(b) Examine the philosophy of Two corporate social responsibility instrumental 

 theories.           (10 Marks) 
      
QUESTION FIVE (20 MARKS) 
(a) Explain three objectives of corporate social responsibility accounting.   (6 Marks) 

 
(b) Discuss the scope of the corporate social responsibility accounting.   (14 Marks) 

 

   


